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	 SASS HAPPENINGS	 SASS CHAPTER NEWS, EAST TO WEST
The New England Chapter is going great

	

The future of SASS has been decided by the

	

guns now numbering over 10 members . They
membership . The majority voted in favor of

	

received a write-up in the Swiss News, Winter
SASS as it is, and to extend a cordial and

	

1971—72, bulletin of the Swiss Society of
friendly invitation to the Helvetia Society

	

Boston . Keep up the good work, Jan Donker.
of New Jersey to join us in the ONE Swiss
Philatelic Society in the U. S . A . The hand

	

Allan Sullivan, Portland, Oregon reports
of friendship is extended to the Helvetia

	

he is seeking to establish a SASS Northwest
group to join us . HOW ABOUT IT?????????????? .

	

study group and will be contacting fellow
collectors . Anyone in SASS interested, why

Pardon the delay in putting out the Helvetia don't you contact Allan, and perhaps lend a
Herald but publication was held up until all

	

hand??? We have a number of members inNorthwest
members were heard from and what they decided ,
the future of SASS should be . Many thanks to

	

WORD WHOM OUR MEMBERS
all of you that responded with thecomments
and suggestions, most of which will be put in

	

Mrs . Tera.L.Dietz, from Kingston, R. L

	

effect as soon as practical . The first is

	

passes on the following information:
During the week of August 12, 1973 the

	

question of election of officers, so let

	

Marine Biological Lab in Woods Hole, Mass.
nominations start coming in for the officers will sponsor the observance of the 100th
of the society; president, vice president,
secretary and treasurer . It would be in the

	

anniversary of the founding of the Anderson

best interests of the society for the offic- 	
School of Natural History by Louis Agassiz.

s to be selected and elected from all parts 1973 also marks the centennial of Agassiz's
ers

	

The Anderson School was a forerunner of
the country .

all the fresh water and marine labs in N. A.

MEMBERSHIP ROSTER???? Finally, YES, next

	

Louis Agassiz came to this country from

month, April, along with the Helvetia Herald

	

Switzerland, becoming a U . S . citizen. He was

you will receive the new roster, in booklet

	

a physician by training and was successful in

form, with a separate section for your inter— scientific fields
. He was equally successful

ests . This has come about through the diligent as a teacher, making others realize the

efforts of Bob Clarke, our member from the 	
fascination and intellectual rewards of the

Southwest, Louisiana . Many thanks, BOB . He

	

study of nature .
Agassiz's philosophy, "Study

has also provided us with address labels
. I	 	 nature, not books", is the basis of much of

today's scientific work in ecology, biology,
offer his name as a nominee for secretary . He geology, and other fields.
has agreed to be a candidate .

	

The Postmaster General has been asked to

SALE CIRCUIT??? Yes, Dr
. Felix Ganz has given issue a commemorative stamp in honor of Louis

Agassiz as teacher and scientist, and as the
his consent to be the Sales Circuit manager

	

founder of the Anderson School of Natural
of SASS, and the Sales Circuit will start in History, the stamp to appear in Woods Hole,
September, 1972 . In the next issue details 	 Mass . August 12, 1973 . Write your support inand requirements will be listed .

this notedSwiss 	 honoring	Swiss-American scientist.
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Cataloging the Strubels

	

Part 11

By William Carson

It also takes practice to correctly identify the
papers (thin, med . thick, thick) . I had difficulty in
this until practice in handling and studying the stamps
taught me to readily identify the papers . .Any handling
of stamps by the fingers is a delicate operation, but.
need not be tragic if clean hands and a light touch are
employed . Judging the thickness of papers is a function
of the sense of touch . The best method I've found for
this is to grasp a stamp firmly on one side with a pair
of square-end tongs and, holding the stamp horizontally,
slowly flip the free edge of the stamp up and down with
the index finger of the free hand . You can judge the
paper's thickness by feel and by observing how readily
the stamp springs back to a straight position . Two or
three stamps can be compared to the same issue to judge
a particular stamp's thickness by it, is much easier to
correctly identify the papers . Grading of the different
papers of any issue has to be in relationship to papers
used in the printing of that issue only: one issue's
thin paper may be another issue's thick paper . Practice
and familiarity with the particular issue is the only
answer to the identification of its papers.

The different colored threads used as a security
measure by the paper manufacturers will also present
some difficulty . Since they are only a thin band ofcolor
that has faded somewhat over the years, quite a bit of
care should be given to correctly identifying them. The
emerald and green threads seem to give most trouble . The
emerald is a more intense green and the best method for
determining which is which is to have several for comp-
arison . The best way I've found to readily tell the
colors is to put the stamp downward on a black mat paper
(glossy paper will work, but it's hard on the eyes) and
look at the stamps in the sunlight . The rays of the sun
will bring out most colors to their true tone whereas
artificial light will play tricks . Although it very
seldom happens, it's worth keeping in mind that these
pieces of thread can be pulled out of the paper . This
leaves a dark impression where the thread used to be
and can cause the collector a lot of eye strain, looking
for color that's no longer there.

Human nature being what it is, most of us are incl-
ined to grade a stamp upward, particularly if we own it
or if we want it very badly for our collection . In actual
practice we should--for our own good—consider a stamp
as being of a lessor, more common value until it proves
itself otherwise . This is where we must keep an unbiased
opinion, and not let our anxiety to fill an empty spa
cause us to catalog a stamp incorrectly . An erroneous
identification of a stamp can cause irreparable damage
to the stamp budget .

	

FINIS
Our thanks to William Carson for a very

interesting article.

HELVETIA
HERALDFORFEB.-MARCH
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THE SWISS SOLDIER STAMPS

	

1915-1918, 1939-1945

	

Part 1
By Edwin L . Chalfant

The Swiss Soldier (Military) Stamps have quite an interesting history which began in
'1915 when the first two such stamps were issued . They were meant as a souvenir for the
Swiss soldiers taking part in covering the border during WW1 . Then in March of 1916 a
set of three stamps were issued and sold to raise money to build small wooden rooms for
the soldiers to spend their free time . Subsequently the funds raised by the sale of the
Soldier Stamps were used to aid needy families of soldiers . The reason why there could
be soldiers' families in need is due to Swiss law, which makes military service obligatory
for all Swiss men physically and mentally fit . This means that during WW1 & WW2 when the
Swiss soldiers had to cover the frontiers and to be ready for any attack from whichever
side it might come, any Swiss soldier could be called into service at any time . Therefore
a great many of the soldiers had to leave their families, jobs, and businesses . Since
most men represented the only means of support for their families, and military pay was
very small, many were left with practically no income, thus the sale of Soldier Stamps
filled a genuine need.

During WW2 special organizations were taking care of the soldiers' families, but there
still were lots of cases where special needs existed, and the help from Soldier-,Stamp
Funds was very welcome, and given.

The other and the most interesting use philatelically, of the Soldier Stamps, was its
franking validity . Though not "postage stamps" in the strict sense of the word, they served
a definite postal purpose in both of the wars . Swiss servicemen on active duty are not
required to pay postage for their mail . However, only mail posted from a military unit
post office in a camp, barracks, etc ., or bearing the official military unit cancel by
the commanding officer of each unit, do not require to be prepaid . Continued next month.

CANCELLATIONS BY TWENTIETH CENTURY POSTAL ACCEPTANCE STATIONS,etc .: PART XIV, continued.
By Dr . Felix Ganz:

The wording is not always the same on these cancellers ; and the ink
also varies from "official black" to blue, violet, or gray . Many of the
PP A-s handle fewer than ten parcels a day (they are usually picked up in
the late afternoon by a passing postal truck, a shepherd who descends to
the valley below with a mule, or a mailman on a bike), and ell share the
great elusiveness of legible strikes . Some, as shown in Fig.8, utilize a

single-line canceller, while others (Fig .9) add a separate date strike to
theirs. Conformity does not exist, and care in handling or processing is
also an unknown commodity . Practically all of these pieces share, however,
the distinction of possessing, for
"inscribed parcels", a cheap type
of "registering" mail, officially
furnished "inscription labels" ,
which are affixed to any parcel
posted in this slightly more ex-
pensive w ay. Two of these quite
desirable labels are shown in
Fig.10 in conclusion of this seg-
ment of straightline cancels .



SWISS TO ISSUE EUROPA-CEPT AND "PRO PATRIA" SETS

The Swiss Postal Administration, in Bern, has

revealed details of two EUROPA-CEPT stamps to be released on May 2,

and four "PRO PATRIA" semi-postals scheduled for June 1.

The CEPT stamps will mark the meeting of the Euro-

pean Posts and Telecommunications Conference to be held next
summer in Montreaux. And in keeping with the policy of all

member nations, the Swiss pair will use the same general de-

sign as all its neighbors : a galaxy of twelve stars to symbol-

ize the "lively and brisk activity in the field of posts,

telephony and Satellite traffic," set against a background of

oscillographs. The original was conceived by Paavo Huovinen,

a Finnish artist . Values will be 30 centime, red, and 40c,

blue . The stars are in brown, ochre, yellow and blue . The

adaptation was the work of Celestino Piatti, of Basel, and they

will be printed by Helio-gravure on white paper with a lumin-

escent substance, lightly coated, with a mixture of violet fibres.

The printing cylinder comprises two panes of 50 subjects each

and identified in the margina as "A" and "B" . They will be on

sale at all Swiss postoffices until Nov. 31, and at the Phil-

atelic Service Office until stocks are exhausted, but not later

than May 31,1973.

The "PRO PATRIA" quartet is schedule for release on

June 1, and will introduce an entirely new theme, "Archeological.

Finds, illustrating to first four which were discovered in
Switzerland and now are treasures on various national museum.
They are intended to stimulate interest in the ancient history
of the country as well as in the museums themselves, in which

an important part of cultural heritage may be preservedfor

posterity,
"PRO PATRIA" write up by Mr . Ernest Kehr next month.



POSTAL CANCELLATIONS AND MARKINGS
IN SWITZERLAND ANDLIECHTENSTEIN

By Felix Ganz -- partXV

CANCELLATIONS BY TWENTIETH CENTURY POSTAL ACCEPTANCE STATIONS, RAILWAY
STATION PARCEL DEPOTS, AND PRIVATE PARCEL ACCEPTANCE STATIONS ; continued.

Aside from the truly private postal facilities provided by the PPAs
described in Part XIII, there exist, particularly in the Cantons of Ti-
cino and Valais, but also in many other Cantons, quite similes' sub-pieces
of occasional postal service end activity -- with the differencethat
they ere, et least generally, manned by postal personnel for brief peri-
ods of each day, or three or four times a week . Most often these auxili-
ary postal sub-depots, known officially Ps "Postannahmestelle", "Dépôt
d'envois postaux", or "Impostazione di invii" (depending on the language
spoken in that piece), and best translated as Postal Mail Acceptance 	 Sta-
tion (PA), are manned for periods of one half hour, or an hour, per day
by the mailmen of the next, official post office . Before or after deli-
vering the wall, he (or rarely she) stops at en otherwise boarded up
door, distinguished only by a smell red sign announcing the sale of
postage stamps end the acceptance of parcels and other postal matter et
given hours, end briefly eels up shop in usually most primitive surround-
ings. Parcels are accepted, money paid in end out, and all postal
services furnished. Hence these PA-s are fully operating postal facilities for
very brief times each day . The straightline cancellers are usually carried
in the mailmen's pouch or coat pocket -- and very often the special date-
less cancellers for each of these pieces (see Fig .1 - 6 for a variety of
such strikes, as well as on top of this page) Pre used only on request,
the remainder of the time the postman bringing along the next office's
circuler date strike (which provides a better and more official receipt
then a dateless straightline marking).

The "Official Postal. Guide of Switzerland", published twice a year by
the GD-PTT in Bern, lists all PAAs and PAs, as well as the third category
of depots, the "Railway Station Parcel. Acceptance Depots" (RPA), and a col-
lector may derive ail sorts of information from perusing this handy and
inexpensive (25e) guide. Unfortunately, the compilers of the guide often
lag behind actuality by a year or two, end pieces still proclaimed as be-
ing in existence may actually have been closed for god months before .



The final, and least numerous of these sort-of postal facilities are
the Railway Acceptance Stations for Postal Parcels (RPA) . Located in rail-
way stations, they are manned at certain times of the day, by railway
personnel (which, by the way, at least when employed by the federal rail
system, are employees of the same federal department of posts and railways
as Pre all postal employees. Many of these RP A places cancel accepted
postal parcels with their round, oblong, or other shape railway station date

strikes (Fig.1 - 2), although quite a few of them also possess dateless
straightline devices (Fig .3,4) . Unless a parcel inscription label accom-
panies specimens of these places' cancellations, they Cannot be told apart
from stamps or pieces canceled by these same railway date strikes during
weekends, when all first class mail deposited in station mail boxes is can-
celed in this manner . Two RP A parcel inscription labels ere shown in Fig.5.

In conclusion, it should be
mentioned that quite a few pp A-s
RPA-s, and PA-s have existed un-
interruptedly since 1935, attest-
ing to their need, but not to nay--
necessity or obligationon the
part of the PTT to replace them
eventually with a regular postal
office or depot . On the other
hand diverse, similar places have

been "promoted" to full, regular post offices . This is particularly true
in big city neighborhoods which began, some years ego, as outlying devel-
opments, but which grew in population to such an extent that full service
became e necessity . Conversely, still other places have had their FP A
discontinued either because no one could be found to provide the service
(pay to a private party is something like a "bonus" of about 7p per par-
cel serviced!!), or because the daily average of postal parcels sank be-
low five . Cancellations from such places (some in operation less than a
year) are almost impossible to locate in legible form, ana of a few
discontinued PPA-s no strikes are known to exist even though it is known that

a canceller had been in use . Cf a few such short-lived offices only one or
two cancellation strikes Pre known to be in existence, and some of these
highly elusive items command prices of up to *50 . On the average, a clear
straightline TPA or fit cancel on a most common stamp should bring a mini-
mum of 50¢ (even if it was self-made-to-order yesterday), and a clear
impression on a parcel wrapping to which an inscription label is attached as

well immediately goes into the dollar range.

To all readers of these remarks who may now wish to begin such a col-
lection I can but say ; best of luck, and may your perseverance pay off.
I know of no dealer who has any kind of stock of these items, and evenin
circuit approvals of specialized philatelic societies there may be no more
than two or three items in all perused books in a full year!
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